
 

Presents 

“Integrated Force Instructor” 
 
Integrated use of force training is a must in today's world.  Learn how to combine your 

conceptual, skill and reality-based training in a manner that transforms your disjointed and siloed 

training into training that saves lives, careers, communities, and resources.  

 

One of the biggest complaints or concerns that is raised in my use of force courses is the silo 

effect of use of force training.  One instructor teaches the legal updates, another instructor 

teaches the hands-on tactics, and another group teaches firearms skills, often no one is teaching 

the tactical skills including de-escalation that are necessary in today’s world.  You must build a 

training team and bring it all together with reality-based training that gives officers the critical 

skills in both analytical and time pressured decision-making environments.  You as a trainer 

cannot help your officers in the current environment without understanding how to put together a 

training program that prepares them for the realities of the street.   

 

Course Highlights 

▪ Decision making environments and how to train for them. 
 
▪ Instructor and Curriculum Development 

 

▪ How to: write lesson plans, curriculum, scenarios, scheduling, and budgets. 
 

▪ Show, Tell and Do 
 

▪ Experiential Learning 
 
▪ Reality Based Training Protocols 

 
▪ Training Safety 

 
  

Course Instructor(s) 

The primary instructor, Tom Ovens is an experienced trainer and use of force expert whose 

agency is now working under the most current national best practices established for police use 

of force and force review.  Tom has over 21 years of experience testifying in court and consulting 

as an expert witness at the federal and state level on use of force (over 200 cases).  He provides 

a unique and valuable perspective on how agencies and officers can best navigate the fluid and 

constantly changing environment that they must now know how to operate in safely and 



effectively.  His mission is to provide you with the most cutting-edge knowledge and processes 

related to use of force and the potential liability associated with these traumatic encounters.  

 

John Brooks is an experienced trainer, tactical officer, and Commander.  John worked along side 

of Tom in the training unit for multiple years.  John was an attorney prior to becoming a law 

enforcement officer and uses the analytical skills learned from the legal profession to analyze 

curriculum needs and to build curriculums that need the needs of today’s officers.  John has 

extensive experience in addressing community safety during demonstrations, protests, and 

unlawful assemblies/riots.  

 

 

Dates: October 11-15th, 2021 

Hours: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM, 40 hours of instruction 

Hosted by the Lake Stevens Police Department 

Address: 1825 South Lake Stevens Road, Lake Stevens, WA 98258 

Tuition: $895 

Register by contacting Mr. Ovens at Tom@policetrainingsolutions.com  

or visit www.policetrainingsolutions.com. 
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